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Abstract 
We give an explicit algorithm for computing all of Vassiliev’s knot invariants of order < n, 
which has been implemented on a computer. In giving a justification of the algorithm, we obtain a 
simple proof of the sufficiency of the topological l-term and 4-term relations. We use an example 
of Taniyama to show that two singular knot diagrams with the same configuration cannot always 
be made isotopic by crossing changes alone. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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0. Introduction 
In this paper we describe an explicit algorithm for finding and computing Vassiliev’s 
knot invariants. We show how to find all the invariants of order < n taking values in any 
abelian group A, and we show how to compute these invariants for any given knot K. Our 
method is a simplification of methods and results from Vassiliev [ 131, Birman and Lin [3], 
and Stanford [lo]. Unlike these previous papers, we work entirely with knot diagrams. 
We also do not need the machinery or geometric constructions that have been used in 
other derivations of Vassiliev invariants (see, for example, Bar-Natan [ 11, Vassiliev [ 131, 
Gusarov [5]). 
This paper began with a computer program, Stanford [ 111, implementing Vassiliev’s 
algorithm for computing his invariants. The program was run successfully for invariants 
of order less than or equal to 7. Higher orders are possible but probably not feasible with 
the current version of the program because of time and memory limitations. The initial 
data for [ 1 I] was obtained using Algorithm 2.2 of this paper. This initial data was known 
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by results in [13] or [3] or [lo] to be necessary and sufficient for the determination of 
all Vassiliev invariants of order < n. The central result is that the topological l-term 
and 4-term relations are a sufficient set of relations. This result appears in this paper 
as Theorem 3.1. At some point after the original version of the program in [ 1 l] was 
written, it occured to the author that a simple diagram-oriented proof of Theorem 3.1 
can be constructed by showing that Algorithms 2.1 and 2.2 produce results which are 
invariant under Reidemeister moves. This proof is given here by a series of lemmas in 
Section 3. 
In Section 1 we define our terms, and in Section 2 we describe the algorithms. In 
Section 4 we make some remarks and ask some questions, and in particular we discuss 
briefly the general problem of making two singular knots isotopic by deformations and 
crossing changes, which is a key step in Vassiliev’s algorithm. We use an example of 
Taniyama [12] to show that crossing changes alone are not sufficient in general. 
1. Some definitions 
Some of the terminology here is nonstandard. In particular, knots are still called knots 
even if they have singularities, which are called vertices. Diagrams are knot diagrams 
and not chord diagrams. Knots are not closed loops but embeddings of an interval into 
a 3-ball. 
Let II be the closed interval [0, 11. Choose and fix two distinct points a and b in the 
boundary of the square l12. A projection is an immersion (JI, 0, 1) + (I’, a, b) which maps 
interior points to interior points, and which has only transverse double points as its sin- 
gularities. Projections are considered up to orientation-preserving self-diffeomorphisms 
of U2, of course, so they are purely combinatorial objects. A diagram is a projection 
together with some of the double points marked as vertices, and a choice of over/under 
made at each of the other double points, the crossings, in the usual way. The subsegments 
of II between the vertices will be called edges, and a small local subsegment of II will 
be called a strand. The set of all diagrams with n vertices will be denoted D,, with 
2)=uz& 
The strands of a diagram may be oriented so that travelling from a to b is motion in the 
positive direction. Each vertex will then have two strands “coming out” and two strands 
“going in”. Label the outward strands 2 and y, like the IL: and y axes in the standard 
picture of IR2. A vertex is said to be oriented up if the z axis is the first one you come to 
as you traverse the knot from a to b, and oriented down otherwise. The vertex in Fig. 1 
is oriented up. 
Two diagrams will be said to be isotopic if one can get from one to the other by a 
sequence of the five local R moves shown in Fig. 2. R4a and R5a are useful variations 
on R4 and R5-there is no difference if the other moves are assumed. There are mirror- 
image versions of R5 and R5a which are useful at times (in Question 4.4, for example) 
but which are not strictly necessary, as they can be obtained by combinations of either 
R5 or R5a with other moves. Note that R5a has an assumed orientation on the strands, 
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Fig. 2. R moves. 
but again the same move with different orientations may be obtained by a combination 
of the R5a shown and the other moves. 
A knot will be an isotopy equivalence class of diagrams. K, will be the set of all knots 
with n vertices, with K = U Ki. For knots in the usual sense, those with no vertices, 
Rl-R3 are of course the standard Reidemeister moves, and so our Ko is just the usual set 
of knot types (note that none of the moves changes the number of vertices in a knot). In 
K~o, the diagrams and moves also have an interpretation as representing spatial graphs 
with rigid 4-valent vertices as in [7,8]. For our purposes, however, they may be thought 
of as elements of a purely combinatorial extension of the purely combinatorial set of 
knots. 
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Fig. 3. 
Diagrams in ‘0, and knots in K, will be said to have order 7~. The configuration 
C = C(K) = C(D) of a knot K or a diagram D is the order in which the vertices 
are encountered as one travels from a to b. In other words, it is a partitioning of the set 
{1,2,..., 2n) into pairs. (Configurations are often represented as “chord diagrams”- 
see, for example, Bar-Natan [l] or Birman and Lin [3].) The order of a configuration 
C is the order of any diagram D with C = C(D). Th e underlying graph of a diagram 
is the abstract graph made up of the edges and vertices (including a and b, which we 
take to remain distinguished from each other) in the diagram without regard to the 
crossings. We may also speak of the underlying graph of a knot or of a configuration. 
The underlying graph is taken to be a labeled graph, meaning that there is exactly one 
possible correspondance between the edges of a diagram and the edges of its underlying 
graph. The point is not to lose the information given by the ordering of the edges as one 
traverses from a to b. 
Let e be an edge in a diagram D, and let t and ‘1~ be the vertices on the ends of e. 
Suppose t # u. The contraction of e toward t is the diagram obtained by moving u 
along e until there are no crossings between 2~ and t, bringing the other three strands 
connected to u along. This may be accomplished by a series of local steps (easy for a 
computer to recognize and perform) as follows: 
As long as there is a crossing on e, find the crossing on e closest to 21. Use an R4a 
move to push this crossing past u, onto the other edges attached to u. When there are 
no more crossings on e, the contraction is done. 
An example is shown in Fig. 3. A contraction clearly does not change the isotopy 
class of a diagram. 
Fix an abelian group A. A function v : K + A is said to be a Vassiliev invariant if it 
satisfies two axioms, first given by Birman and Lin [3]: 
Axiom 1.1. w(K+) -v(K) = w(K,). 
Axiom 1.2. There exists an integer n such that w(K) = 0 for K E Ic>,. The least such 
non negative integer is called the order of w. 
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Fig. 4. 
We shall often simply refer to invariants of order n. The set of invariants of order < n 
forms a group under pointwise addition. The local pictures for K,, K+, and K_ are 
given in Fig. 4. A crossing change is a move which changes K+ to K- or vice-versa 
in a diagram D. By Axiom 1.1, when evaluating a Vassiliev invariant ZJ, we may make 
crossing changes as long as we keep track of the new knot K, . The value of a crossing 
change will be the value v(K,), and its order will be the order of K,. 
2. The algorithms 
Suppose for each configuration C, of order < n, of which there are only a finite 
number, we choose a diagram Lc,, and suppose for some invariant u of order < n we 
know all the values w(Lc,). (We shall show later how to find all these values.) This 
information is called in Birman and Lin [3] and Vassiliev [ 131 an “actuality table” for u. 
Given an actuality table for an invariant ‘u, Vassiliev’s algorithm is to compute ‘u on an 
arbitrary knot K as follows: 
Find the knot LCcK) in the table with the same configuration as K. Make crossing 
changes to K until it is isotopic to Lc(K). Using Axiom 1.1, write v(K) as ZI(LC(~)) 
plus or minus the values of ‘u on the knots encountered in the crossing changes. Since 
these all have one more vertex than K, the process terminates by Axiom 1.2. 
We now give a more explicit version of Vassiliev’s algorithm. We will describe the 
knots Lc, in our table by the procedure that we use to make a given diagram D isotopic 
to Lc(D). That is, we will describe an algorithm which when applied to any diagram 
with a given configuration C always produces, via R moves and crossing changes, the 
same output diagram up to isotopy. This common output diagram will then be L(C). 
For every configuration C, we choose a spanning tree S = S(C) of the underlying 
graph of C. We remove from S the edge that connects to the point b. Fig. 5 shows a 
diagram together with a possible spanning tree for its configuration marked by asterices. 
Each edge of S will have a root vertex, its endpoint that lies between it and a on S 
(which may or may not coincide with its “initial vertex” according to the orientation on 
the knot). 
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Fig. 6. 
A crossing in a diagram D is said to be layered if the first strand you come to as 
you travel from a to b is the “over” strand. D is said to be layered if each crossing in 
D is layered. A layered diagram with no vertices always represents the unknot, but the 
situation is more complicated in general. In Fig. 6, D1 and D2 are both layered, but DI 
is not isotopic to D2, as may be seen by considering for each diagram the four possible 
knots obtained by replacing each vertex by a positive or negative crossing. 
Algorithm 2.1. To put a knot into a “standard” form. Assume that a tree S has been 
chosen for each configuration C of order < n, as above. 
Step 1: Do R5a moves until each vertex is oriented up. 
Step 2: Contract each edge of S toward its root vertex. If the edge et lies between the 
edge e2 and a on S, then contract et before e2. 
Step 3: Change the crossings until the diagram is layered. 
If D has no vertices then Steps l-2 are vacuous and are ignored. Except for the 
condition specified, it doesn’t matter what order the edges of S are contracted in, because 
the end result is that the whole tree S is contracted in a well-defined way. To see that 
two diagrams with the same configuration become isotopic, note that after Step 2 the 
spanning trees S of both are embedded in Ii2 in the same way, with all the crossings of 
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Fig. 7. 
the diagrams outside some neighborhood of 5’. Every vertex is in this neighborhood, and 
the strands outside this neighborhood are unknotted and untangled with each other. 
Fig. 7 shows two intermediate stages of Algorithm 2.1 being applied to Dt from 
Fig. 6. After Step 1 we have the diagram Ds, and after Step 2 we have the diagram 04. 
If the three marked crossings in 04 are now changed, the resulting diagram will be 
layered and isotopic to Dz. (In fact, two of the three crossings changes can be eliminated 
by simplifying the diagram with Rl-R2 moves, and only the remaining crossing is 
“essential”.) 
We may define LC to be the result of applying Algorithm 2.1 to any diagram whose 
configuration is C. The values v(Lc, ) are a finite generating set for the group of invariants 
of order < n. They are not free, however. We now consider how to find a finite set of 
relations among them, equivalent to Axioms 1.1 and 1.2. 
The relations are of two types, 4T relations and IT relations. They are sometimes 
called “topological” 4T and 1T relations to distinguish them from their combinatorial 
relatives as in Bar-Natan [l]. See also Stanford [lo], where a 4T relation is a special 
case of a “vertex+zdge relation”, and where a 1T relation is called a “trivial vertex 
relation”; and Birman and Lin [3] and Vassiliev [13], where the relations obtained by 
resolving a triple point in more than one way are the same as (topological) 4T relations. 
A 4T relation is given by the local picture in Fig. 8. The order of the relation is 
the order of each knot in the figure. It is easy to check that if an invariant u satisfies 
Axiom 1.1 for K, E Ic, then it must satisfy any 4T relation of order n. We will use 
the 4T relations to replace a crossing change on an edge e with three crossing changes, 
one on each of the edges that share a vertex with e. The 4T relations, like the relations 
specified by Axioms 1.1 and 1.2, are an infinite set. It suffices, however, to choose one 
from each configuration class (see Lemma 3.7). The con&mztion of a 4T relation is 
given by the configuration of one of the knots in Fig. 8 with the pair corresponding to the 
“traveling” vertex removed, the pair corresponding to the “fixed” vertex in the middle 
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Fig. 9. 
marked, and an extra point marking the occurrence of the horizontal strand. The set of 
all such configurations of order less than or equal to some fixed n is finite. 
A IT relation simply states that any knot K E Ic, with a contractible loop, as shown 
in Fig. 9, must have w(K) = 0 for any invariant satisfying Axiom 1.1 for K, E Xc,. 
This is because if K, is a knot with its marked vertex the one shown in the figure, 
then K+ = K-. Again, this is an infinite set of relations, but, again (by Lemma 3.7) it 
suffices to choose one from each configuration class, where the configuration is now just 
the configuration of the knot with the pair corresponding to the contractible loop marked. 
As in Birman and Lin [3], we call the configuration of a knot with a contractible loop 
inadmissible and the other configurations admissible. It makes sense, when choosing the 
Lci and the IT relations, to simply choose Lci to have a contractible loop whenever 
Ci is inadmissible (Algorithm 2.1 does this). So we may use the 1T relations to restrict 
ourselves to admissible configurations, and then forget about them. 
Algorithm 2.2. To find a presentation for the group of all Vassiliev invariants of order 
< n taking values in the abelian group A. 
Step 1: Choose a spanning tree for each admissible configuration Ci of order < n. 
This corresponds via Algorithm 2.1 to choosing a knot Lc,. 
Step 2: Choose a set of 4T relations, one from each configuration class of order 6 n. 
Step 3: Using Algorithm 2.1, write each relation as a relation on the w (Lc, ). 
Step 4: The group of invariants is now given as the group of all maps from the set 
Lc, to A satisfying these relations. 
The choices of 4T relations in Step 2 need not have any thing to do with the choices of 
the trees in Step 1. The 4T relation generator in [ 1 I], for example, takes a configuration (of 
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relations) and makes a 4T relation on closed braids (as this is easy to do combinatorially), 
which is then translated into a relation on knots. 
3. The main theorem 
Here is the theorem that makes Algorithm 2.2 work. For a more complicated and 
more topological proof (which uses a different point of view and different terminology), 
see Lemma 2.2 in Stanford [lo]. Lin [9] extended this theorem to knots in a rational 
homology sphere, and Kalfagianni [6] extended it to knots in a general three-manifold. 
We give here a very elementary proof for the S” case, using only R moves on diagrams. 
Theorem 3.1. An invariant v : K, + A can be extended to K,,_ 1, satis@tg Axiom 1.1 
for K, E Kc,, if and only if 
(i) ‘u extends to K&+1, sati&ng Axiom 1.1 for K, E K,+ 1, 
(ii) u satisjies all 4T relutions of order n, 
(iii) v satisjies all 1T relations of order n. 
In general, when we say that “u extends”, we mean that it does so satisfying Axiom 1.1 
whenever K+, K, and K, are all in the (extended) domain of ‘u. Note that if u extends to 
K: n+ ,, it does so uniquely, whereas two extensions to Ic,_ I may differ by any invariant of 
order less than n. The condition that ‘u extends to Ic,_t is sometimes called integrability 
and the condition that u extends to ic,,+t is sometimes called differentiability. See Bar- 
Natan [I], Domergue and Donato [4], where a simple proof is given of a special case of 
Theorem 3.1, and Willerton 1141, where a related theorem is proven. 
Proof. If II extends to K,_t then we may define ‘u on ICn+r via Axiom 1.1. The only 
ambiguity is in choosing which vertex to resolve. We want to show that 
4Kx x) = v(K+,) - v(K-x) = v(K,+) - u(K,_) (1) 
for any two distinct vertices in K XX E ICI,+, Rearranging this equation, we see that it 
is the same as beginning at K++ E K,,_I, and making the two crossing changes to get 
to K__ in the two possible orders, and then setting the two results equal, a condition 
that certainly holds if u extends to K,_ 1. Since we will use this equivalence again later, 
we record it as a lemma: 
Lemma 3.2. The condition that v : K,, + A extends to Kn+] is equivalent to the con- 
dition that two disjoint crossing changes in Kc, _ 1 may be made in either order without 
affecting the sum of u on the changes. 
If u extends to Kc,-, , then it clearly satisfies all 1T and 4T relations of order 72. Now 
suppose that v extends to K,+I. We will use v to define a function B : Dn_ 1 + A, 
and show that :U is invariant under R2-R4. Then we will show that if IJ satisfies the 4T 
relations, then V satisfies Axiom 1.1 for K, E K,, and also that 5 is invariant under 
/ 
: \ 
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R5a. Finally, we will show that if 21 satisfies the 1T and 4T relations, then v is invariant 
under Rl. 
We use Algorithm 2.1 to define E. Given a diagram D E Vz),_ 1, apply the algorithm, 
and add up the values of u (with appropriate signs) for each crossing change that is made 
in Step 3. The sum of these crossing changes will be V(D). By Lemma 3.2 this does not 
depend on the order in which the changes are made. Note that because of the way we 
have defined R5a moves, there is only one way to do Step 1 of Algorithm 2.1. 
Lemma 3.3. V is invariant under R2-R4. 
Proof. The first thing is to consider what happens to an R move under a contraction of 
an edge e toward a vertex U. For an R2 move, there are three cases to consider: neither 
strand of the move is on e, one strand of the move is on e, or both strands of the move 
are on e. Fig. 10 shows what happens to one side of an R2 move when one strand of the 
move is on e. In this case and in the other two cases, an R2 move becomes a sequence 
of R2 moves with none of their strands on e. For an R3 move there are a number of 
cases to check, depending on which of the three strands of the move are on e. Fig. 11 
shows an R3 move after contracting e, where two strands of the original move were 
on e. Again, in this case and in all the other cases, the R3 move becomes a sequence of 
R3 moves, none of them involving the edge e. 
For an R4 move, again there are several cases to check. Fig. 12 shows what happens 
when the vertex of the move is attached to e but is not t. The case where the vertex of 
the move is t is irrelevant to us because of the constraint in Algorithm 2.1 on the order 
in which the edges of the tree are contracted. 
Fig. 10. 
Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 12 
Leaving the other cases above to the reader, we have reduced the problem to R2-R3 
moves that occur after the whole tree S is contracted, and that do not involve the edges 
of 5’. Now, if we make such an R2 move, what happens when we compute ;is is either that 
both of the two new crossings introduced by the move will be layered or that neither will. 
If both are layered nothing happens to V. If neither are layered, both will be changed in 
Step 3. Make the two changes one right after the other (Lemma 3.2 again), and then they 
will occur with opposite sign and cancel because II is assumed to be invariant under R5 
moves on D,. The case of an R3 move is only slightly complicated by there being three 
crossings to worry about instead of two. We can consider each possible local diagram, 
and observe that in each case there is an order to do the necessary changes so that they 
give isotopic diagrams in K, on both sides of the R3 move. For example, if the lowest 
crossing is not layered, change it first on both sides of the move. The corresponding 
diagrams in K, will be isotopic via an R4 move, and we can thus reduce the situation 
to the one where the lowest crossing is layered. We leave the further details to the 
reader. 0 
Lemma 3.4. If v extends to ?&+I and v satisjes all 4T relations, then i? satisfies Ax- 
iom I. 1. That is, 
u(Ky.) = E(K+) - v(K) ‘dK, E Ic,. (2) 
Proof. For crossing changes that do not involve the edges of S, this follows because the 
difference in U between one strand going over or under the other at a crossing is just the 
difference between whether that crossing is layered or not, and therefore the difference 
between whether it is changed or not in Step 3 of Algorithm 2.1. and that difference is 
just the value of z1 at the relevant K,. For a crossing change that does involve the tree, 
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use a 4T relation to replace that crossing change with three others whose sum under v 
is the same as the original. Those three other crossings changes are farther down the 
tree (i.e., farther away from a in the tree) than the original, and so inductively we may 
push all the crossing changes off the tree without changing V. For the only slightly more 
subtle case when a crossing change involves two edges of the tree, one can make a 
precise argument, for example, by defining a weight function on crossing changes, those 
closer to a and those involving more tree edges being of higher weight than those farther 
from a or involving fewer tree edges, then showing that a crossing change involving 
the tree can always be replaced, via 4T relations, by several crossing changes of lower 
weight. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Zf V satisfies Axiom 1.1, then it is invariant under R5 moves in ID,_ 1. 
Proof. The issue is what happens under a double R5a move, since if a vertex gets turned 
over, the first step of the algorithm will either turn it right back or else turn it over again 
the same way. A double R5a move may be undone by two crossing changes, one on each 
side of the turned vertex. As in the proof of the invariance under R2, these two changes 
involve the same knot in Ic, and occur with opposite sign, and so they cancel. 0 
Note a difference between this proof and that of Lemma 3.3: there the two changes were 
made because it was part of the definition of V to make a series of crossing changes. Here 
the changes are not part of the definition of V, but we are now assuming that Axiom 1.1 
holds in general, an assumption which we didn’t need before. 
Lemma 3.6. Zf B is invariant under R2-R5, and if v satisjies all 1T relations of order n, 
then V is invariant under Rl on Dn_ 1. 
Proof. Invariance under an RI move that doesn’t involve the tree S is immediate from 
the 1T condition on v-when the diagram is layered, an RI move will either add nothing 
to the sum or else will add w(K) for some K E K, with a contractible loop. For an Rl 
move on a tree edge e, first use invariance under the other moves to push the loop to right 
next to the initial vertex of e. Fig. 13 shows what happens under the edge contraction, 
and it is easy to verify that the diagram in the middle becomes the diagram on the right 
under R2-R5 moves, and under Rl moves which don’t involve the contracted edge. As 
with R2-R4, then, we deal with Rl moves by pushing them past each vertex until they 
are off the tree. 0 
Fig. 13. 
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This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. •I 
We need one more lemma to complete the justification of Algorithm 2.2. 
Lemma 3.7. Suppose IJ : K, 3 A extends to K,+I satisfying Axiom 1.1. If ‘u satis$es 
one 1 T relation from each configuration class of order n, then it satis$es all 1T relations 
of order n. If u satisfies one 4T relation from each cor$guration cluss of order n, then 
it satisjes all the 4T relations of order n. 
Proof. Two 1T relations of order n with the same configuration differ by a sum of 
1T relations of order n + 1. This is almost obvious, but an explicit argument can be 
made by applying a variation on Algorithm 2.1 to a IT relation of order n to put it into a 
“standard” form. The crossing changes encountered along the way will all be 1T relations 
of order n + 1, which are assumed to hold for u because it extends to Kn+i. In the case 
of the 4T relations, two of order n (with the same configuration) will differ by a sum of 
relations of order n + 1 (again, a variation on Algorithm 2.1 can make this explicit), and 
also possibly by a difference in the order in which the four crossing changes are made. 
We know by Lemma 3.2 that the order of crossing changes is irrelevant. 0 
4. Remarks and questions 
Remark 4.1. The algorithm in Section 2 may be used to give another proof of the results 
in Bar-Natan [2], namely that any invariant of order n can be computed in polynomial 
time and is polynomially bounded, the polynomials being of degree n and functions 
of the number of crossings in an input diagram. The key fact here and in [2] is that 
although the size of the diagrams that need to be considered in a computation grows at 
each level, it grows linearly at each level and therefore polynomially overall. One might 
hope to avoid altogether the diagrams growing in size. The best situation would be if one 
could choose the Lc(~~) so that K could always be made isotopic to Lc(K) by crossing 
changes alone. as is the case with nonsingular knots. (Note that the two diagrams in 
Fig. 6 can also be made isotopic by crossing changes alone.) However, this is impossible 
in general, as the following example shows. 
Example 4.2 (adapted from Taniyama [ 121). The two projections shown in Fig. 14 have 
the same configuration of order 6, but there is no way to choose the crossings to get 
two isotopic diagrams. In fact, it is impossible to choose the crossings so that the two 
diagrams represent isotopic spatial graphs in lR3, a weaker notion of isotopy that allows 
twisting around the vertices as in Fig. 15 (see [7,8]). The first projection will always 
represent a topologically planar graph (i.e., sits inside some S2 embedded in R’), as 
the crossings, however they are chosen, can be removed by twisting. For every possible 
choice of the three crossings in the second projection, the resulting spatial graph contains 
a Hopf link as a subgraph and is therefore not topologically planar. 
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Fig. 15. 
Applying Algorithm 2.1 to these two diagrams would of course make them isotopic, 
but would necessarily increase the number of crossings in a least one of the diagrams in 
the process. 
Question 4.3. Given a configuration C, does there exist a finite set of knots L1 , . . , L,, 
each with configuration C, such that any diagram D with configuration C can be made 
isotopic to one of the Li by crossing changes alone? 
Question 4.4. If the answer to Question 4.3 is no, does there at least exist a finite set of 
Li such that any diagram D with configuration C can be made isotopic to one of the Li 
by crossing changes and R moves, such that no itermediate diagram has more crossings 
than D? 
Remark 4.5. It is a consequence of Kontsevich’s integral formula (see Bar-Natan [ 11) 
that for the case A = Q, when computing the invariants of order < n, any solution to the 
nth order 4T relations survives as a solution to all of the lower-order 4T relations as well 
(remember that these may involve terms of higher order when written in terms of the 
chosen Lc,). If there were a choice of the Lci and of the 4T relations such that every 
relation involved only Lc, of a fixed order, then that would prove the corresponding 
result for arbitrary A. That such a choice exists seems unlikely, however. 
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Remark 4.6. There are several parameters that can be varied in Algorithm 2.1. These 
parameters were chosen more or less at random in the implementation of the algorithm in 
Stanford [ 111, and the result is, for example, that it typically takes thousands of crossing 
changes to compute the sixth-order invariants of a ten-crossing knot (even simplifying 
by all possible Rl-R2 moves at each stage). In addition to the choice of a spanning tree 
for each configuration, one could also choose an up or down orientation for each vertex 
in each configuration, and then make R5a moves to match those chosen orientations in 
Step 1 of Algorithm 2.1. Choosing all vertices oriented one way is the easiest thing to 
do, but it leads, for example, to the knot on the right in Fig. 6 being chosen as the 
representative of the unique admissible configuration of order 2 instead of the one on the 
left, which has fewer crossings. It is also not necessary, in Step 3, to layer the diagram in 
the order that the edges occur on the knot. One could choose, for each configuration, any 
ordering of the non-tree edges, and then layer the diagram according to that ordering. 
Question 4.7. Can Algorithm 2.1 be improved significantly by a judicious choice of the 
parameters listed above? Is there perhaps a choice of parameters that would allow one 
to get some control over the higher-order terms of the 4T relations? 
Remark 4.8. One practical improvement of Algorithm 2.1 can be achieved by consid- 
ering only invariants which are additive under connected sum of (nonsingular) knots. 
In the Hopf algebra structure on Q-valued invariants (see Bar-Natan [l]), these are the 
primitive ones that generate all the others, and even in the (possible but as yet unknown) 
torsion cases the additive invariants contain all the information (see Gusarov [5]), so we 
don’t lose anything by this restriction. What we gain is that when K E Ic>o, we only 
need to layer the non-tree edges with respect to each other-only the crossings between 
different edges need to be changed in Step 3 of Algorithm 2.1, and not the crossings of 
an edge with itself. This is because an additive invariant doesn’t see a local knot in an 
edge of a K E Ic>o, a consequence of additivity and Axiom 1.1. To solve for all the 
additive invariants of order 6 n, it suffices to choose for each “composite” configuration 
C a knot K with C(K) = C which decomposes as a connected sum of knots in the 
same way that C decomposes as a connnected sum of diagrams. Then set u(K) = 0 for 
each such K. 
Remark 4.9. As the reader may have noticed by the fact that we proved Rl invariance 
last, and didn’t need 1T until then, our method here can be applied to the case of framed 
knots without too much trouble. 
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